
Press Release:

World Premiere Of Female Action Filmmaker J.A. Steel’s
“Blood Fare” At Dragon*Con 2012

SALT LAKE CITY, UT. – On August 14th, 2012, J.A.
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J.A. Steel’s “Blood Fare” …

“Lizzie Borden’s Revenge” is currently in production
from Tomcat Films. Read the synopsis and check out
the poster below.

A group of sorority girls are having a slumber party at
their house. One of the new sorority girls is Leslie
Borden, a descendant of the infamous Lizzie Borden
family.

Poster And Synopsis For “Lizz…

“Apocalyptic: The Tsunami War” just released from
Tomcat Films. Check out the poster and trailer below
after the long synopsis.

Extensive Synopsis:

The year is 2014. The face of the planet has been
altered and reshaped after a Mega-Tsunami, the likes
of which the world has never seen.

Check Out The Trailer And Po…

“Within The Woods Of Undead County” is an Indie
flick that seems to be taking the zombie apocalypse
serious. Based on the behind the scenes shots posted
on the movie’s Facebook Page the gore is there and
the zombies are not of the comical variety. Thank god.

Check Out The Teaser Poster…

New “Home Sweet Home” Post…

Check Out The Awesome Poste…

Terror In The Carpathian Mount…

Poster For “Patrick” Remake

Satanic Sundays: Bringing Hell …

Check Out The New Poster & L…

7th Annual Killer Nashville Invite…

“Blood Slaughter Massacre” Fro…

New Extended Trailer For Franc…

Dennis Gansel Picked To Direct…

Peter Enger’s “Remnants” Post…

eBook Worth Reading:

A Sole Survivor, and a powerful vengeance fuel this witch-y
revenge tale. 

Four centuries ago witch hunters killed the seven Yardley
sisters.
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The Eighth Witch By Ma…

“The Revenant” is a horror/comedy directed by D,
Kerry Prior and stars David Anders, Chris Wylde,
Louise Griffiths and Jacy King. the story follows Bart
a soldier killed in action then brought home only to
rise from the dead and seek out his best friend.

Check Out The New Trailer F…

Lots of merchandise to choose from for everyone.
Check out the latest swag at A Southern Life In
Scandalous Times: The Store! Click on any image to
go to the item page or click the logo above to go to
the store and just browse.

Check Out The Lasted Swag …

It isn’t often these days to see a horror movie much
like “Creep Van” that isn’t some comedic and
completely ironic commentary  of todays culture.

“Creep Van” Offers A Refreshi…

The trailer for “Greystone Park” arrived a few days
ago with a chilling warning to viewers that some have
experienced paranormal activity after seeing it! Much
like another haunting footage flick does this one also
manages to bring some creepy images, unnerving
sound effects and actual moments that

Paranormally Charged Trailer …

Creep Creepersin’s “Dracula”

Check Out The Official Poster F…

Check Out The Trailer For Russ…

I’m Not Sam By Jack Ketchum …

Thought Forms By Jeffrey Tho…

Check Out The Trailer For “Kille…

There Is A New Legend Comin…

Demon In The Mist By Rickey …

Check Out Latest Merchandise …

Awesome New Trailer For “The …

Amongst The Dead By David B…

Trailer For “Alter Ego”

Travel through three terrifying tales with The Archivist – a
wanderer older than time, cursed to witness all the horrors of
the world…and write them down. “Anthology of Terror:
Prelude” contains three horror stories spanning a hundred
years, all hosted by The Archivist.
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Check Out The Trailer F…

eBook Worth Reading:

Dean Evers, an elderly widower, sits in front of the
television with nothing better to do than waste his
leftover evenings watching baseball. It’s
Rays/Mariners, and David Price is breezing through
the line-up.

A Face In The Crowd By Step…

Book Worth Reading:

Most people would call Ty Trotter a loser.

Hard Boiled Vampire Killers B…

HOME LINKS CONTACTTimeslide

 …A Southern Life in Scandalous Times A Horror Blog: Horro

J.A. Steel’s “Blood Fare” Will Premiere At Dragon Con 2012

Press Release:
World Premiere Of Female Action Filmmaker J.A. Steel’s “Blood Fare” At Dragon*Con 2012

SALT LAKE CITY, UT. – On August 14th, 2012, J.A. Steel, the award winning female writer and director,
announces the world premiere of her fourth feature film “Blood Fare” for the Dragon*Con 2012 in Atlanta, GA.
As part of the official Dragon*Con 2012 programming the screening is scheduled for Friday, August 31st at
8:30pm at the Hyatt Regency Atlanta, Hanover CDE. A live Q&A with “Blood Fare” star Gil Gerard,
internationally recognized for his lead role as Captain William ‘Buck’ Rogers in the science fiction movie and
television series “Buck Rogers in the 25th Century,” and director J.A. Steel will follow the screening.

“Blood Fare” is a Civil War ghost story with a modern twist, by J.A. Steel and Co-Producer Christian K. Koch.
It is the tale of Corporal Henry Trout (S. Edward Meek - “Wild Stallion”), who in 1861 fought valiantly in a
forgotten skirmish after the first battle of Bull Run. 150 years later, he will come face to face with his
descendants as the battle for blood continues on a haunted battlefield. Tyler (Brandi Lynn Anderson from the
upcoming Syfy original series “ZEROS”) and her brother Chad (Adrian West), Henry's fifth generation
grandchildren, will challenge the very legend of Charon the Ferryman, as the lines between the living and the
dead become blurred.
Gerard plays the character of Professor Meade, mentor to the protagonist Tyler, in “Blood Fare”. Gerard was
recently seen in the Syfy original movie “Ghost Town”. International action star, Kim Sonderholm, most
recently seen in the newly released “Little Big Boy,” appears alongside Gerard as Professor Malick.

In addition to Gerard and Sonderholm, several other amazingly talented actresses and actors have joined the
“Blood Fare” cast, including Michelle Wolff (“NCIS”, “Chicago Hope”, “ER”, and “Providence”), Savannah
Ostler (“Vengeance”), Bridget McManus (“Wanted”), Scott Beringer (“Ocean’s Eleven” and “21”), Brenden
Whitney, Alison Trouse, Thomas J. Post, Antonio Lexerot and April Knight. Marcus Intheam, Salt Lake City
star radio DJ and “The Real L Word Live Lounge” host Natalie M. Garcia add live broadcast talent.

Production shout-out’s and kudos for being a green film:
Chris Hanson, one of the most recognized special makeup effects artists of Hollywood, joined the crew of
“Blood Fare” as Special Makeup Effects Supervisor. He demonstrated his unique creativity in “Hellboy”,
“Underworld”, “Men in Black”, “Men in Black 2”, “The Green Mile”, “The X-Files”, “The Faculty”, “Spawn”
and many other productions.

Steel rounds out her crew with Director of Photography Michael B. Call (“127 Hours”), Co-Producer Christian
M. Koch, who has worked with Steel on her first 3 films, and Executive Producer Jessica M. Bair.
The up-and-coming colorist, Jeff Pantaleo, completed the digital coloring of “Blood Fare” on the newly
developed Scratch workflow at Warner Bros. Motion Picture Imaging (MPI).

Mastered by Universal Music Mastering's Grammy winning Erick Labson the first song of the “Blood fare”
soundtrack has been released on iTunes: The River Mountain Band with "Lay Down Your Trouble" - Lyrics
J.A. Steel - Music J.A. Steel & Caleb S. Gray - Piano Arrangement Amanda Lee Bowman.

“Blood Fare” is a green, sustainable film production, and Eco/Sustainable Production Executive Micheline
Birkhead was on set to ensure the project meets green certification requirements.

Check out the trailer below as well as an Afterlife version of the movie poster!

About J.A. Steel: 
Steel is a director, producer, actor, videographer, editor, fight choreographer and stunt person, in addition to
writer and composer ... and even a distributor ... a unique woman in Hollywood. “Blood Fare” is Steel's fourth
feature film. Her action horror shocker “Denizen”, her action supernatural thriller “Salvation”, and her action
feature “The Third Society” reflect in many ways Steel's real life hobbies of Muay Thai kickboxing, cave diving,
motorcycle riding, firearms and edged weapons. All three movies are available on Amazon.com.

Steel lives in Salt Lake City, Utah, preferring the peace of the mountains for her screen writing.

Movie Website and Facebook Page

Posted 3 minutes ago by rickey russell
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